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His works are many, but only a study of a few will serve well to convince the 
student of Poe’s art and genius. The two poems, “The City in the Sea” and 
"To Helen” were written by Poe in 1831. Around these poems hangs the 
darkness of the most tragic event of Poe’s early life, the death of a schoolmate’s 
mother, who was the comforter of his boyish griefs.

In “Lenore” he still speaks of the dead, but it is no longer a homely cry of 
the heart, it is as the burst of martial music. In this poem the poet no longer 
wanders, but exalted hurls defiance into the face of death. In the lines of “Lenore” 
are all the rich magnificance of dead centuries.

The “ Raven” written many years later than the foregoing poems are the final 
lines to his lost Lenore. The “Raven” has gone into the languages of many 
nations as a requiem of imperial affection. It is a poem that takes rank with the 
unworded harmonies of “The Dead March of Soul.”

The “ Raven” is not a thing of a recipe, but a creation of true frenzy that 
carries the cry of the heart. It contains many beautiful passages and lines, but 
this is not its true merit. The impression, which the “ Raven” with its weird beauty 
is nobly serious, and in spite of all critical assaults, this poem secure in its dark 
immortality, and safe among the greatest poems of the world.

The only allegory Poe attempted was the “ Haunted Palace.” It is in all 
details a beautiful poem. It is a sermon in which the poet only furnishes the text 
and the reader supplies the sermon. The poem ends with these two strong lines, 
“A  hideous throng rush on forever and laugh, but smile no more.” These last 
lines well express Poe’s sincerity.

Poe’s “ Bells” is the finest example in our language of the suggestive power 
of rhyme and of echo of sound to sense. It is hardly credible that a poet whose 
life was so gloomy could have written such beautiful lines. The clanging of the 
bells can almost be heard by the ear of a reader of the “ Bells.”

Poe is aloof from nature. He withdraws from actuality into dreamland, yet 
each of Poe’s poems has a basis in life, even his Ulalume the frailest of cloud 
structures is not all built on air, although its mysticism seems sketched to the break
ing point. In its gray obscurity is found a deep drama of temptation and memory. 
The poet describes the struggle between ignoble passion and the memory of an 
ideal love.

Such are his works in brief detail. W e find that they bring no breath from 
the outer world. They are vividly filled with haunting melody. Their’s is the 
land of dreams, tempests and fantastic terror. They express the sorrow and re
morse of the writer.

The fame denied Poe in life was granted freely after his death. Most fitly


